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I just returned from a great trip to Alaska.
Felow club member Rick Scott was the newbie on this trip, along with 4 other anglers who
have been doing this for years. No expensive guides and lodgings for this confirmed cheapskate—this was an economy self guided rafting trip to a remote river in western Alaska. We
brought our own food and gear, and had 12 great days rafting and fishing. We had good fishing
for grayling, silver salmon, rainbows and dolly-varden, and ran some exciting rapids in our one
man rafts. I’ll let Rick tell the story of the bear that chased us on our first day on the river and
why the new guy is the one most likely to get eaten by bears…….but in the end we all survived
the trip and are already planning for a return engagement. We have lots of pictures and videos
to share if you are interested.
Tom Horvath did a masterful job hosting the Sept 13 outing to Links at Queen Creek. DFC had about 20 attendees,
and we also hosted 15 members of the Healing Waters Organization. We found the tilapia in the shallow ends of the
lakes, and teased them up with size 12-14 nymphs. I believe that everyone ended up catching fish (for some new
members, this was their first fish on a fly rod!) and I think we all enjoyed the BBQ that followed.
On Sept 5-6, the Arizona Game and Fish approved a rule change for the Water Ranch to eliminate treble and
barbed hooks, and to restrict bass and sunfish to catch and release. They also approved changing regulations for
Horton Creek and Grant Creek to single barbless hook, artificial fly and lure only and catch and release only for trout,
and to reduce daily bag limits of trout on Chevelon Creek above and below Chevelon Lake as artificial fly and lure
only, with reduced bag limits. I view that all of these changes are a positive for the fly fishing community.
Two of my favorite annual outings are still coming up—our October trip to Becker Lake and the November trip to
Rocky Point. Both of these outings will undoubtedly result in lots of action and the chance at some big fish, great
camaraderie, and a few good meals. Please plan to attend if at all possible. The details are in this newsletter.
It’s also not too soon to start thinking about giving back to the fly fishing community. The Desert Fly Casters do
a great job for our members in providing education (fly tying, casting, rod building, fly fishing 101) as well as great
monthly speakers (Gordon Tharett, Phil Rowley, Terry Gunn) and fun outings (White Mountains, Lee’s Ferry, the
San Juan etc.) I’m hopeful that we have some folks in the club that are willing to step up and help us provide these
services. You do not need to be an expert fly fisherperson—enthusiasm and drive go a long way! Please contact me
or other members of the board if you would be interested.

Tight Lines, keep your powder dry, and zip up your tent door at night. Those mice are sneaky. Very sneaky.
Joe

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

OCTOBER DFC CLUB MEETING...
Come along and catch up with our
own DFC President, Joe Staller, as
he explorers Floating and Fishing
Alaska’s Remote Rivers.
Catch all the action with the rest of
the DFC Trout Bums on the 8th of
October!

Come along...Catch your Fishing D reams with all of us DFC TROUT BUMS!
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Mark it down on your calendars!
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2015
ANNUAL DFC BANQUET

When Gordon Tharret of Trout Creek
Flies did his presentation on the Green
River in Northeast Utah at our club
meeting early this year I was :hooked".
It could have been the beautiful scenery or his statement that there are
more big trout per mile than any other
river in the continental United States.
It didn't take long for me to engage two of my fishing buddies from
the club to agree to a trip around the
first of May and plans began to take
shape. Unfortunately during the planning period I was informed by my two
friends that they would not be able to
make the trip at this time due to other
commitments...work, etcetera so I decided to go on my own. I had decided
that I would just jump in my Jeep and
take two to three days or more to drive
the 1300 miles and camp and fish
some of the other great waters available in Utah. While discussing the trip
with Grant, my 30 year fishing buddy
he asked if I could wait until the end
of August when he would be finished
with X-ray tech school and we could go
as sort of a "Graduation Celebration" I
thought "sure, why not" and so a plan
started to emerge. We would fly to Salt
Lake City, rent a car, and drive the 200
plus miles to Dutch John, camp out for
10 days and fish the river. Easy enough.
So early on August 25th we climbed
on an airplane and flew to Salt Lake,
rented a Dodge pickup and drove
to Dutch John. It had begun to rain
during the drive and when we arrived we were lucky enough to catch
a break in the rain long enough to set
up our camp at the Mustang Ridge
campground situated on the edge of
Flaming Gorge reservoir. We had spotted a little cove just at the entrance
of the campground with a point that
stuck out into the lake and decided
that we would limber up by giving it
a chance. The trout were almost ea-

ger to take a Prince nymph trailing a
black Woolly Bugger and we had some
success landing and releasing several
mid-sized trout. Fished here for a couple of days as the rain was persistent
and we just wanted to get a feel for the
place.
Thursday morning arrives and the
campground was starting to fill up
with the long Labor Day weekend
crowd so we decided it was time to
go try the river. The top of the "A" section begins right at the dam and when
we looked it over we discovered that
it takes either a mile and a quarter
walk down a steep paved road from
the parking lot or a vertical scramble
down a steep trail to reach the waters
edge. Not being up for that we headed
down river to Little Hole, about a five
mile drive on a paved road to one of
the first takeouts on the river and the
beginning of the upper "B" section of
the river. Here there is a launch ramp
and restroom facilities and allows
great access to the river both up and
downstream. There is a trail leading
both ways from the launch ramp and
we decided to go upstream for no particular reason.
The Green River runs North to South
and is hemmed in by rocky cliffs on the
West side with limited access via the
trail on the East side. Tall brush and
some small trees line the East side allowing limited access from the trail
but one can find breaks in the brush
which allow access to the river. This
thick brush forces the fly fisherman
to stand in the river to be able to cast
and at a flow rate of about 1200 CFS
it can be difficult getting some safe
footing. We did manage to find some
spots to fish from but the often blowing 15-20 mile per hour downstream
wind made it challenging. Some fish
were caught. Beautiful Brown Trout
in the 12-14 inch range would take a

by Dick Brooks
small midge if presented just right at
the right place in the eddies.
About a mile and a half up river
there is an island that can be accessed
with some careful wading and we
fished here often. Everyone we talked
to said that they were only able to connect with one or two fish during the
day and we were part of that crowd. It
was still great fishing.
The last day on the water was Tuesday the 2nd of September. The rain
had stopped for several days except
for the occasional afternoon or evening thunderstorm and we were determined to have some last day success. We had finally figured out that
the fish were extremely spooky having so much stuff thrown at them and
started fishing with 6X tippet using
size 20 to 22 midges just below the
surface beneath a large dry attractor
fly. Had medium success during the
day and had decided to wrap things
up just before dark
when a large trout started sipping
some nymphs about ten feet from the
waters edge right where Grant was
standing. I took three presentations
and the trout took Grant's fly and off
he went. About twenty minutes later
we had the fish in the net and it measured 22+ inches. What a great way to
end a trip.
Dark to dark fishing for ten days can
take a physical toll on my stamina but
with a nice hot shower at the campground, plenty of coffee, and of course
those impromptu camp meals I was
able to manage the situation. Would I
go back, YES. My brother in Houston
and I have already planned a trip for
next spring and I am looking forward
to it.

Becker
Lake
Outing
You don’t want to miss this one!
Dates: Thursday, Oct 30 – Sunday, Nov 2, 2014

Where: Springerville, AZ
Lodging: Rode Inn Motel
Host: Gentry Smith | Phone: (480) 213-0372 | design@getnrysmith.com
Cost(s): $140 per person – 3-nights lodging, based on two-people (double occupancy) per room
$100 per person – 2-nights lodging, based on two-people (double occupancy) per room

Big fish, a comfy room, and a free dinner… what more could you want?

The club has once again reserved a block of rooms at the Rode Inn Motel located in the town of Springerville, just minutes away from
Becker Lake. All rooms at the Rode Inn feature two queen beds, television, refrigerator, coffee pot, microwave oven and free Wi-Fi. Single
King rooms are available upon request ($200 2-nights / $280 3-nights). We will have access to their banquet room Friday night, where
will host a group dinner for DFC members staying at the motel. This meal is included in the cost of this trip.
Becker Lake is a special regulation, catch-and-release, trophy trout lake. You may only use single, barbless hooks to go after the 16-22inch rainbows trout that reside there. Please advise all trout must be immediately released at Becker. You will want to bring a personal
watercraft, 4-6wt fly rod(s), and both floating and sinking fly lines (intermediate, or type-2). This has become a favorite club trip for
many, because it consistently produces some of the largest trout you will find in Arizona. This trip is especially good for newer anglers
looking to build their confidence in the sport.
Also located nearby are: Silver Creek, the Greer Lakes, Carnero Lake, Lee Valley Lake, Crescent Lake, and the Little Colorado River, just
to name a few.

THANK YOU!

NOTE: All money must be collected at the Oct DFC meeting in order to guarantee your spot for this trip.

On behalf of Project Healing Waters-Phoenix, thank you to the trout bums
at Desert Flycasters for hosting our group during your most recent outing at the Links at Queen Creek. Every veteran who attended had a great
time. From catching tilapia and carp, to the excellent burgers and hotdogs,
all who attended enjoyed not only the fishing, but also the ability to get to
know new flyfisherman and friends in the Valley. Thank you all again for
all your generosity and hospitality.
Chris Huber
Project Healing Waters - Phoenix
and DFC member
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EDUCATION BITS an' Stu ff
...from Dick Brooks

Comments...Questions?? Catch me at: gdubby77@gmail.com

BUT THAT IS ANOTHER STORY...
"Once upon a time in a land faraway lived a",
no, no, no, wrong story.
Here we go, I think this is the right one. Recently I was parked in my driveway unloading my
CJ5 from a camping/fishing trip when my neighbor/friend from across the street walked over and
asked if I was coming or going. I figured my rumpled and rustic appearance would answer the question by itself but then I remembered that my neighbor considers no mousse' in the
hair, knit golf shirt, pressed
khakis, and tasseled loafers with
no socks as casual dress. I told
him I had just got back and he
asked if I had caught any fish
and of course I answered "sure,
plenty" and he asked if he could
see them and I said that I practice catch and release so I don't
have any fish to show him and he asked "Whazzat?'.
I could tell that this might take awhile so I wandered into the garage, picked up a couple of cold
drinks and folding chairs, offered him one of each
and began to explain what catch and release is. I
explained to him that many species of the fish that
I chase have limits on just how many of them can
be in possession and that ranges from two to twenty depending on the species so if you have caught
and kept numbers that would put you at your limit
you have to stop fishing. The whole point of the
sport for me is just to try to fool the fish and land
them so keeping and killing them sort of takes the
fun out of it. By releasing the fish we are also making an effort at keeping fishing a renewable sport
and trying to ensure that there will be plenty of fish
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to chase in the future. He asked "So if you want
to keep a few for lunch or dinner how do you do
that?". I told him that you can string them up on
a stringer from your U-boat or pontoon boat or
if you are wading or just fishing from the shore
you can throw them up on the bank of put them
in a creel. "What's a creel?" he inquired. I took a
couple of deep breaths and explained to him that
a creel is a sort of crescent shaped basket device
that is made of canvas or woven
wicker that hangs on the fisherman's hip usually by a waist
belt and that they often have
a shoulder harness attached to
keep the creel from flopping
around while casting. The
creel is usually hung of the side
away from the casting arm and
has a hinged lid to enable the
fisherman to drop the fish into the basket. Some
of them have a hole or slot in the top of the lid
to make it easier to deposit the fish and often the
fisherman will put some damp rags or grass in the
bottom of the creel to help keep the fish fresh.
He asked me if I had ever used a creel and I
said I used to use one all the time but became
disenchanted with it because one time while
fishing for Smallmouth Bass on the Black River
here in Arizona I had an encounter with a Black
Bear..................."but that is another story".

Dick Brooks. FishinBum

ROCKY POINT

Thursday November 13 - Tuesday November 18
....Expect a fun time with each catch...Join us!
Questions?? Catch, me, Vince Deadmond at: vddeadmond@msn.com
More info to be mentioned at October club meeting and this newsletter!
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Fly Tying Corner

This month’s session will be on Tuesday. October 21st
Class will be at a Bass Pro. Classes start at 6:30.
Please bring common material.

October Flies of the Month

Rocky Point - Saltwater

Saltwater Bunny
Hook: Mustad #34011 or similar hook, 2 - 6.
Thread: Clear monofilament or color to match
fly.
Tail: Saddle feathers tied deceiver style or rabbit
zonker strip. If a zonker strip is used for the tail,
I suggest tying a mono loop off the bend of the
hook to prevent entangling on hook bend.
Body: Cross cut rabbit strip wound up and to
the eye of the hook.
Eyes: Dumb bell eyes are optional or reflective
on a deceiver style head.
Head: (Optional) Chenille.

Clouser Minnow
Hook: Mustad 3407, Tiemco 811S or equivalent. Sizes 2/0 to 10.
Thread: 3/0 monocord, color to match body or create desired effect.
Body: A mix of bucktail, synthetic hair, crystal flash, flashabou and many
other possible things, color to match the natural you want to match.
Eyes: Non-toxic hourglass eyes, lead barbell eyes, bead-chain eyes or any
similar eyes that add weight.

Looking ahead to November, December and beyond • November tying will most likely be Spinning Deer hair.
December wil not have a tying session – Too many activities for the holidays
January and beyond – We will return to extended beginner classes with Arizona basic dozen everyone should have in their fly box.
And if we can get interest, would like to see if Guest tyers can come in with something for the intermediate tyers.

Got questions??? Catch me, Bob Harrison at: Harrn7963@aol.com
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THE BIG ONE I WAS GLAD TO GET AWAY FROM...

by
Vince
Deadmond
Vince Deadmond,
"The Fly Fishing
Hardware Guy", is
co-owner of Best
Hardware in Apache
Junction, AZ. He
is an enthusiastic,
caffeniated, fly
fisher in search of a
really good cookie.
His fly fishing stories
are published on
the web, in local
newspapers and
magazines. His
stories tangle family, friends, and fly
lines.

Labor Day weekend and many people were fishing somewhere. I was fly fishing in Puerto Penasco, Mexico (Rocky
Point) with an old and a new friend. Many of my fly fishing
stories involve friends or family. Dave Weaver and I have been
fishing together over 20 years and we enjoy telling stories on
each other. This is one of those stories that Dave will enjoy
telling because it didn’t happen to him. A new friend Emanuele Strano is an Italian student working on his PhD from Polytechnic Swiss Federal School of Lausanne, Switzerland in coordination with ASU. He had just arrived for the new school
year and emailed me about fishing locally and the next thing
he knew, he was hooking strange and beautiful saltwater fish
in the Sea of Cortez. His home in Genova, Italy is a Mediterranean town where people don’t fly fish in saltwater.
Emanuele (Ema) had fly fished for Pike and Trout in home
waters, but saltwater fly rodding was new to him. We were
fishing at La Pinta, The Second Estuary and having an average day of catching Cabrilla, Trigger, Orange Mouth Corvina,
Pompano, and many Bone Fish. I was telling Ema that Bone
Fish are a prize fish for many fly fishers. Many fly casters will
spend a small fortune just for the opportunity to catch Bone
Fish, and here we were just a few hours from home catching
fish after fish.
We had caught the end of the outgoing tide and it was taking us across the estuary to an area that we enjoy fishing. All
along the way we were catching fish. We had started early
and picked up some burritos for a mid morning snack. The
outgoing tide ebbed and turned into a slack tide. We decided
this was a good time for our treat. So, we stopped and rehashed our morning catch. Everyone had been catching fish,
but we agreed that the Bone Fish strike was tentative and we
had probably missed lots of fish.

DFC BOARD
MAKING
PLANS...

The tide had turned and was starting to fill the estuary. We
were working our way back when I hooked something quite
solid. At first it didn’t move much, but then it took off at a
good pace. At first I gave it some line thinking that I had a
big Orange Mouth. This fish never surfaced so I don’t really
know what it was. The fish was towing me against the incoming tide, I was accelerating and leaving a wake behind me.
Right about now I am wondering what Jonah was thinking
about, right before the whale ate him. I really was not afraid,
I intended to change my shorts today anyway. The guys were
laughing and wondering how long it would take the big fish
to tow me to San Carlos, Mexico. I was thinking I was just
about to plane out and would be able to ski soon. My best
guess was that I had hooked a large sting ray. The rays are
strong and usually stay on the bottom. It could have been a
Sea Lion, we had seen one earlier, or possibly a sea turtle, and
we had seen one of those also. My line was holding firm and
the fish had towed me about 200 feet. It was time to break
this guy off, so I gave my line a strong quick jerk and managed to break the line. I was glad to be free of whatever had
caught me, my only regret was not knowing what exactly was
on the other end of the line.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware guy can be reached
at Best Hardware 237 N Apache trail Apache Junction, AZ
vince@ajbest.com or at 480 982 7461.

Your DFC Board of Directors are working on Outings for the coming year, specific
days will be discussed in the next few meetings by our board.
Your input is valued and of course there’s always a gold star we’ll hand out to put
on your bulletin board if you so desire to get involved with any of the outings.

Planned.... DFC January outing to the Gilbert Riparian area
Reservations are confirmed for Dead Horse in February,
Ponderosa in May, and Winn in June on dates requested.
Questions from you, our DFC Trout Bums, are welcomed at:
Joe Staller: Joseph.Staller@freescale.com
Michael Georgopapadakos-DFC v/p: michaelg29@yahoo.com
Plus any board member at any of our general Wednesday club meetings.
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DFC Conservation Update
Feels Good to WIN a Few …….
Gilbert Water Ranch:

During the summer, President Joe Staller and a whole bunch
of members attended meetings, wrote letters, and spoke out in
favor of the Gilbert Parks Department Proposals to make the Water Ranch Riparian Waters partial Catch and Release with single
barbless hooks, while also expanding the community fishing
opportunities to additional waters, with additional stockings in
the town. The Town Council agreed to the plan originally proposed by Parks Director, and DFC member Rod Buchanon!
And then the DFC’ers strongly supported the AZGF Department’s proposal to their Commission to actually put those programs into place. Proposal Passed!!

Trout Streams:

At the same AZGF Commission meeting in early September,
DFC, together with other fly fishing organizations, strongly supported the following AZGFD Proposals to their Commission:
Change regulations for Horton Creek and Grant Creek to single
barbless hook, artificial fly and lure only and catch and release
only for trout.
• Reduce daily bag limits of trout on Chevelon Creek above and
below Chevelon Lake as artificial fly and lure only, with reduced
bag limits.
• Open catch and release seasons for Gila trout in Frye Creek
and Apache trout in Upper East Fork-Little Colorado River, single
barbless hook, artificial fly and lure only.
Result? Approved, and goes into effect 1st of the year.

Other Conservation News:
DFC is helping promote, and Carry, the
placement of an additional 8 tons of
Spawning Gravel in Canyon Creek on Saturday Sept 27th. And, Significant Stream
Restoration work to enhance the fishery
on Canyon Creek will likely start later this
year.
Additional Gila Trout will soon be stocked
in Grapevine Creek.
Stream Restoration is also planned for
lower reaches of Haigler Creek and Christopher Creek. National Forest Approvals
already obtained!
Several DFC members are actively working with AZGFD and other agencies and
conservation and fly-fishing organizations to develop a comprehensive rain-

bow trout specific fisheries management
plan for Lees Ferry. Good progress is being made.
Tonto National Forest is nearing completion of EA work on the East Verde River.
Preliminary stream restoration design
survey work has been done. The upper
East Verde is expected to have substantial continuous release of cold Blue Ridge
water into the stream from April until October of each year. Good Flows and Good
Structure make Great Fishing!!! There
will be calls to participate in supporting
the actual stream restoration work.
And finally, DFC is working with AZ Trout
Unlimited to identify and plan for expanded Trout and Stream restoration

projects in the Tonto National Forest.
TNF is in the early stages of developing
their new long term 20 year management plan, and it is hoped that earlier
identification of stream projects will help
ease approval processes.
Work continues on creating / improving
tailwaters fisheries below reservoirs near
the valley.
More on new Trout Unlimited initiatives
and activities in future issues.

Conservation questions?? • Comments/Input...Catch Joe Miller at: jam@prairietriz.com
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